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Introduction
LET Q be an algebraic closure of the rational numbers and let XA (resp.
Xp) denote the finite completion of X (resp. the p-completion of X). In
[12] Dennis Sullivan has defined a homotopy action of Gal (Q;Q) on
B[/A and BU(nY i.e. a homomorphism of Gal(Q; Q) into a group of
homotopy equivalences of Bl/A and of BU(nY. In this paper "action"
will always mean this homotopy action of Galois groups. Sullivan showed
that the action of Gal($;Q) on BL/A factors through an action of
Gal (Q; Q)/[Gal (Q ;Q); Gal (Q;Q)]~ 2*. In the case of finite Grass-
mann manifolds and BU(n) he asked whether the action of Gal (Q; Q) is
abelian as well. He also considered the actions of the groups Gal (Fp; Fp)
(Fp being a finite field of p-elements) on the r-completion of BU(n) for
different p and asked which subgroup of the group of homotopy equi-
valences of Bl/(n)A these actions generated. In this paper we show the
following results which are partial answers to some of his questions.
THEOREM A. The action of Gal (Q; Q) on Bl/(n)A/ni factors through an
action of Z*.
Let S°°{X) denote a suspension spectrum and (S°°(X))A the localization
of the spectrum S°°(X) with respect to the homology theory H+( ;Zjr).
THEOREM B. For ail primes r the action of Gal (Q; Q) on {S"BU{n)X
factors through an action of Z*.
Our last result concerns the actions of Gal (FP;FP) on BU{n)* for
various p's. Let LI Gal (Fp; Fp) be the direct sum. The group Gal (Fp; Fp)
has a natural compact topology given by the inverse limit structure and
we equip JJ. Gal (FP;FP) with the topology of a direct limit of finite
pfr
products. The set [Bl/(n)A; BL/(n)A] also has a compact topology and is a
semigroup with composition as multiplication. We shall see further that
the composition is a continuous operation in [Bl/(n)A; Bt/(n)A].
* Whilst finishing this work the author was supported by the University of Oxford
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THEOREM C. Let rbe a prime greater than n. The actions of Gal (FP;FP)
on BU(n)? yield a continuous homomorphism of semigroups
<D: IlGal(Fp;Fp)-»[Bl/(n)?;Bt/(n)r].
<I> factors through a surjective map
<p: I I Gal (FP;FP)->Z?,
where <p maps the Frobenius automorphism of Fp onto p.
Now we shall briefly explain the main ideas of the proofs. The algebraic
action of Gal (Q; Q) on a simplicial scheme WGL^Q induces an action of
Gal (Q; Q) on the rigid etale homotopy type of WGL^Q. The comparison
theorem allows one to define a homotopy action of Gal (Q;Q) on
BGL(n;CX. Let W(2n J Q/Z)<8>Q be a disjoint union of spec Q inde-
xed by W(2n J O/Z) with obvious faces and degeneracies. There is a map
of simplicial schemes W(Xn J Q/Z) <8>Q^> WGL^Q- This m a P i s
Gal (Q, Qai))-equivariant where Q^ is a maximal abelian extension of Q.
The action of Gal (Q; Qab) on (W(2n J Q/Z)<g>Q)ret is trivial because
W(2n J QIZ) <8> Q is a disjoint union of copies of spec Q. (W(2n I Q/Z) <8>
QJret is weakly homotopy equivalent to W2n J Q/Z and
(W2 n JQ/Z);i/n! is homotopy equivalent to BU{n\\ln\ for r>n .
Hence it follows that the action of Gal (Q ;Qob) =
[Gal(Q, Q); Gal (Q, Q)] on BL/(n)Al/n! is trivial. These are the main
ideas of the proof of Theorem A. The proof of Theorem C is quite similar
though more complicated.
In the proof of Theorem B we use the stable splitting
which follows from the existence of the transfer.
We show that the induced action of Gal (Q;Q) on (S°°BXn J j ^
factors through Z* and then using the splitting (*) we show that the
action of Gal ( 0 ; Q) on (S°°BU(n))? also factors through Z*.
I would like to thank very much Professor E. Friedlander for his help in
the proof of the key fact (Proposition 2.7), for his essential simplification
of the arguments in Section 4 and for his help in several other points. I
would also like to thank very much the referee for his very careful
reading of the manuscript and for many valuable suggestions. Finally I
would also like to thank Prof. A. Bialynicki, R. Rubinstein and M.
Hopkins for several useful discussions.
During the final stages of this work, the author was a visitor at Oxford
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kind invitation and his support in finishing this work.
1. Simptidal spaces and notations
In [5] Eric Friedlander has defined the rigid etale homotopy type
functor for a simplicial scheme. He denoted it by ( )ret. Using local
homeomorphisms instead of etale maps we can define a functor ( )rih on
the category of simplicial spaces in strict analogy with ( )„,. Let X. be a
simplicial space and let S.X. be a bisimplicial set of singular simplexes of
S.. Let A denote the diagonal functor. Then AtX.)^ and AS.X. are
homotopy equivalent (see [6] p. 211).
If X. is a simplicial scheme (resp. a simplicial space) then (X.)ret (resp.
(X)^) is a pro-object in the category of bi-simplicial sets. To this
pro-object we apply a diagonal functor, then the geometric realization
functor and finally, to each space, the finite completion functor. Such an
inverse system of spaces forms an inverse system of Brownian functors
(see [13] § 3). We shall denote by (X.)«t (resp. (X.)^ the space which
represents the inverse limit of these functors. We shall also use the
p-completion functor instead of the finite completion. In that case we
shall denote the spaces which result by ((X.)^,)* and ((X.),^)*.
We shall be concerned with a simplicial space WG, G being a con-
nected Lie group or a discrete group. We have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.1. (WG)^ is homotopy equivalent to BG and (WG)^
{resp. ((WGU)p) is homotopy equivalent to BG* (resp. BGp).
Proposition 1.1 follows from the discussion at the beginning of this
section and the fact that the geometric realization of AS. WG is homotopy
equivalent to the geometric realization of WG (see [8] Theorem 11.13
and [10] Lemma p. 94 if G is connected). The geometric realization of
WG is a classifying space of G (see [11] § 3). The proof for G discrete we
leave to the reader.
2. The action of Gal (Q; Q) on fil/(n)A
In this section we prove Theorem A. The following two propositions
allow us to define the action of Gal (Q; Q) on B(7(n)A.
PROPOSITION 2.1. There exists a homotopy equivalence
j : ((WGL(n,C)rfh)A-((WGLB:C)n>OA.
This map is given by interpreting an etale covering as a local homeo-
morphism. It is one of the homotopy equivalences from [5] Proposition
2.8.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let a: Q^^C be an inclusion. Then there exists a
homotopy equivalence
a*: ((WGL^cU* - ((WGL^retT
induced by a.
Proof. It follows from [14] Expose XVI Corollaire 1.6 that
H^iGL^Q, Z/m) —*• Hq(GL^c, Zjm) is an isomorphism for each m. Hence
it follows from [5] Lemma 3.4 and a spectral sequence argument of the
type used in the proof of Proposition 2.8 of [5] that a* is a homotopy
equivalence.
The homotopy action of Gal (Q; Q) on BU{nY is defined as follows. If
cr e Gal (Q; Q) and U. —* WGL^Q is an etale covering then the pullback
cr! ([/.) is also an etale covering of WGL^Q. Hence cr induces a map of
the category of rigid etale coverings of WGL^Q into itself. This map is an
equivalence because cr has an inverse cr"1. Hence a induces a homotopy
equivalence of ( ( W G I n ^ U " and therefore (by Proposition 2.1, 2.2 and
the results of Section 1) a homotopy equivalence of BU(n)A which we
also denote by a.
Now we begin the proof of Theorem A.
LEMMA 2.3. Let XA be the finite completion of a simply connected space
X. If f: XA -» XA then f = Y[fP ^here f,: X; -+ XA.
p
Proof. The projection XA = n^p— > ^p is a p-completion. Let
p
/p: XA —*• XA be the p-completion of /. The lemma now follows from the
homotopy commutative diagram
Let P be the set of primes « n. Then
(BU(nT)Unl =
because if p>n then l/nleZp and if p=£rt then
If creGal (Q;Q) then by Lemma 2.3 we have a=Y\aP: BU(n)*->
p
BU(nY. Let [Gal (Q; Q); Gal (Q; Q)] be a commutator subgroup of
Gal (Q;Q).
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PROPOSITION 2.4.7/ p=£n and ere [Gal (Q; Q); Gal (Q; Q)] then
(o-pWn: (B^(")p)[iM!]-*(BLf(n)p[i/ni] Js homotopic to the identity.
Proof. First we shall show that the action of Gal (0; Q) on
H*(((GL1.a)")n!l; Zp) factors through 2*. Let
-+ Spec Q[t1; ...,<„, tT1 • • • t;1]}
be an etale map given by t, —»• ff1. Then
<ttfcl ^ x i - t i m e s - - x _<ftki ^
has (k1 • • • fcn)' components. All components are equal (GL1^)n and are
indexed by elements of (JA^)1 X • • • X (fj,^)' where /x^ is the group of
kith-roots of unity. Any elements ae Gal (Q ; Q) permutes the compo-
nents according to its action on roots of unity. The Cech nerve of this
covering is Wz/kiX • • • x W^lk^. The homotopy inverse limit of the
pro-simplicial set {Wz/k1x • • • x W2/!^} indexed by %klt... i^  is weakly
homotopy equivalent to ((GL t Q ) " ) ^ , . The action of Gal ( Q ; Q ) on the
pro-simplicial set {Wz/kl x • • • x Wz/kn}(WlI ^ factors through Z*. Hence
the action of Gal ( Q ; Q ) on H*(((GL1<5)")«t; Zp) also factors through
Z*. There is a fibration ( (GL 1 , o ) n ) r e t ^(W(GL 1 , < 3) n ) r e t ^(W(GL 1 , o ) " ) r e t
and for any a € Gal (Q; Q) we have a commutative diagram
5)n)re, -* (W(GL1 .o)") r e t -> (W(GL1 ,o)") r e l
This implies that the action of Gal (Q; Q) on H*(((W(GLlt<5)n)re0p;
also factors through Z*.
The natural map WCGLt,^)" —• WGL,,,^ induces a monomor-
phism on cohomology. Therefore the action of Gal (Q, Q) on
ffWWGL^o)™^;^) also factors through Z*. It follows that <rp in-
duces the identity on the cohomology of BU(n)p with Z,, coefficients.
Hence after inverting n! orp[l/n!] is homotopic to the identity because
then the space in question is a product of iC(Zp ® Q; n)'s. (These are
essentially arguments of Sullivan from [12].)
Now we examine the action on the first factor of (B[/(n)A)[i/ni]. We
apply a standard trick of approximating BU(n) by the classifying space of
a discrete group (see [1]).
We set S = ln J Q/Z. The embedding i: Q/Z -> Q* into roots of unity
and the inclusion a: Q—*C induce i^: S-^*GL(n,Q) and i: S—*
GL(n;O-
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LEMMA 2.5. The maps <*: (BS)? -»• BGL(n; O? and t*:
(WGL(n; C)^)* are homotopy equivalences for every prime r>n.
Proof. The cohomology of BS with Z/r coefficients is Z/r[tu ...,
This can easily be seen from the spectral sequence of the fibration
B(Q/Z)n -^BS-* Bln. The cohomology ring of BGL(n, C) is the same.
The map B(Q/Z)n -+B(C*)n is clearly an isomorphism on H*( ;Z/r)
and therefore t*: (BS)?-*• BGL(n; C) is a homotopy equivalence. The
fact just proved and the discussion in Section 1 imply that the second map
is also a homotopy equivalence.
Let S®C (resp. S<8> Q) be a group scheme equal to the disjoint union
of copies of spec C (resp. spec Q) indexed by S. Then W(S <8> O and
W(S<8><5) are simplicial schemes (see [7] Example 1.1). The maps of
schemes S <8> K —*• GL^^ on the component indexed by s are given by
K[x,,](det U,)-1) 3/U,) -» f(0 e K where £ = L,(S) if K = Q and £ = i(s) if
K = C. These maps induce maps of simplicial schemes iK: W(S ® K) —>
WGL for K=C or Q.
LEMMA 2.6. The following diagram commutes up to homotopy and after
applying the functor ( )? (r > n) all arrows become homotopy equivalences.
I"
O
1- I"
Proof. The commutativity of both small diagrams is clear. It follows
from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 that / and a* are homotopy equivalences
after applying ()?. The fact that (spec K)nt is contractible for algebrai-
cally closed fields Q and C implies that jx and a* are weak homotopy
equivalences. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that i* after r-completion is the
homotopy equivalence. Hence all other arrows are homotopy equi-
valences after applying the functor ()?.
PROPOSITION 2.7. If cre[Gal(Q; Q);Gal (Q; Q)] then a?: BU(n)?->
BU(n)? is homotopic to the identity for every r>n.
Proof. The action of Gal (Q; Q) on the set of closed points of the
algebraic group GL^Q which is a subvariety of (Q)"3 is given in the
following way. ere Gal (Q; Q) maps a point (u,,) into a point (a(vtl)). In
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terms of the affine coordinates ring the action of a is given in the
following way. If / = £ ailkx*j then f = Y. o"(<Juk)xu- Similarly it acts
u.fc " _ u>
on the affine coordinate ring of spec Q i.e. on Q. Let Q^ be a maximal
abelian extension of Q. We shall show that the map of simplicial schemes
IQ: W(S <8> Q) -»• WGL^Q is Gal (Q; Qai))-equivariant. The map of
schemes S®Q—> GL^Q on the component of S<8> O indexed by s is
given by homomorphism
>•{•• Q[x,,](det (xy)"1) -* Q, i\(f) = f(Q where f =
 t l(s).
Hence for any crEGal (Q; 0^ ) we have
/ J J I,
I
U.k
This implies that the map of schemes S®Q-+ GI^Q is Gal (Qj
equivariant. Hence also a map of simplicial schemes WS <8> Q —
is Gal (Q; Qai)-equivariant. Hence we have a commutative diagram
for any <r E [Gal (Q; Q); Gal (Q; Q)] because
[Gal (Q, Q); Gal (Q, Q)] = Gal (Q; Q^).
The map a: (W(S (8> Q))re, -*• (W(S ® Q))ret_is homo topic to the identity
because a preserves components spec Q of W(S ® Q) and (spec Q)ret is a
point. Now it follows from Lemma 2.6 that cr?: (WGL,,,^),^—•
((WGL,,,^)™)^ is homotopic to the identity. This implies the proposition
by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. Theorem A now foljows immediately from
Propositions 2.4 and 2.7.
The action of Gal (C; Q) on BC/(n)A is not interesting as we see from
the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.8. The action of Gal (C; Q) on BU(n)* factors through
Gal (Q;Q).
The proposition follows from Proposition 2.2 and the commutativity of
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the diagram
where CT is the restriction of aeGal (C; Q) to Q.
3. Hie stable action of Gal (Q; (?)
If X is a CW complex let S°°X = {S"X}"=1 be the suspension spectrum.
Bousfield [4] has constructed localizations of the category of spectra with
respect to all homology theories. The localization of a spectrum E with
respect to the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum K(ZJr) we denote by E?
because of its behaviour on homotopy groups (see [4] Proposition 2.5 and
Theorem 3.1). We shall be mainly concerned here with suspension
spectra of ( (WG)J ' . Their K(2yr)-localizations we shall denote by
Let S = 2nJZ/r°°. The embedding i: Zlr~-+Q* induces a map of
simplicial schemes
i<5: W(S ® Q) - • WGL^c which is Gal (Q; Q(Mr ,)
equivariant where QQ^ is an extension of Q obtained by adjoining all
r
k
-roots of unity. Hence for any o-e[Gal (Q;Q); Gal (Q; Q)] we have a
commutative diagram
Using the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.7 we obtain
that a. W(S <S> Q)rct -* W(S<8»O)re, is homotopic to the identity. If the
group of coefficients of cohomology is Z/r, then W(S ® Q)ret can serve as
a homological model for a classifying space of a normalizer of a maximal
torus in U(n). Hence it follows from [3] Theorem 5.5 that there is a
transfer
T: (S^WGL^C)^; - {S
such that
/ o
 T = id^wGi^aH-J? w h e r e / =
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Let [X; Y] be the set of homotopy classes of maps between spectra. In
order to prove Theorem B it is sufficient to show that for every spectrum
X the map from [X; (S^WGL^Q^XI into [X; (S^IWGL^Q)^] in-
duced by S°°(<r)r is the identity. Let / e [ X ; S"(WGL^oLt)r]- Then g = T°
fe[X; (S"W(S® Q)ret)r] and ;°g = /, so that S~(o-)?°f= S"V)?°/°g = /»
g = /. This completes the proof.
4. The action of Gal (FP;FP) on BU(n);
In this section we shall compare the homotopy self equivalences of
BU{nX induced by Gal (Fp • Fp) for different p. Let i: Zjr°°^>C* and
k: Z/r°° —* F% be embeddings into roots of unity. Set S=Xni Zlf°. The
map k induces a map of simplicial schemes K: W(S <8> Fp) —» WGLrvpp.
The map K on the component spec Fp of S" ® Fp indexed by s =
(su ..., Sn) is given by
® Fp[xy/(det (xj,)-1) 3 A ® • • • ® /„ -» /x(^) • • • fn(Cn)
where & = £(%) and k: S —»• GL(n, Fp) is induced by k: Z/r°°—>F%. Let
t: WS-^ WGL(n, C) be a map induced by i: Z/r~-» C*. The foUowing
proposition will be fundamental in this section.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that there are given two embeddings
i: Z/r°° —> C* and k: Z/r" —*• F% into roots of unity. Suppose also that
(r, p) = 1 and r>n. Then these embeddings induce homotopy equivalences
In particular, i and k naturally determine a homotopy equivalence
Proof. Let us notice that the pro-objects W(S <8> Fp)^, and (WS)^ are
weakly homotopy equivalent. The map between (WtSiSiFp),^)? and
((WS)KJ,)? we shall denote by Jd. The map Jd and i* are clearly
homotopy equivalences. To show that K+ is a homotopy equivalence we
must compare the situation over Fp via the Witt vectors of Fp with the
situation over C. But in the characteristic zero the map ((WGLn>c)reJA *—
X is a homotopy equivalence because ((WGL(n, Q U r * -
is a homotopy equivalence. This implies that K* is a homotopy
equivalence.
Remark. To compare ((WGPp)ret)r and ((WGc)ret)? one uses the em-
bedding / of the Witt vectors "of Fp into C (see [5] Proposition 2.8).
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However in our special case it is not necessary. The embedding / is
replaced by embeddings i: Zjr°° —*• C* and fc: ZJr°° —* Fp. One can show
that the raising homotopy equivalences 0(k, i) are the same' as one
obtains using the Witt vectors. This implies that in our special case
((r, p) = 1 and r > n) the homotopy equivalence 8 from Proposition 2.8 of
[5] depends only on the restriction of / to roots of unity.
I faeGal (Fp; Fp) we denote by <r the induced map of
Set
LEMMA 4.2. Let fc: Z/r"—^Fp be an embedding into roots of unity and
let 9P: Gal (Fp; Fp) -» Aut (ZJr°°) = Z* be the homomorphism given by
restriction. If a e Gal (Fp; Fp) then the following diagram commutes up to
homotopy
W(S®FP)P)M
l
where W<pp(<r): W(S<8> Fp) -+ W(S ®_FP) is induced by <pp(<r): Z/r™^-
Z/r°°. W<pp(o-) maps a copy of specFp indexed by seS" into a copy of
specFp indexed by (idj <pp(cr))(s) by the identity map.
Proof. For any or e Gal (Fp; Fp) we have a commutative diagram
W(S®FP)
W(S(8>FP)
WGLn,Pp K
* ^ W(S®FP)
where cr: W(S ®_FP) -> W(S ® FE) is the Galois action. Let us notice
that the map a: W(S ® Fp)ret -* W(S <8> Fp)m is the identity. This implies
that the diagram in question is homotopy commutative.
Now we shall show that ip(Uk)(cr) does not depend on the choice of i and
fc.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let i: Zlr'-^C*, i t: ZJr°°^C*, fc: Zlr°°^-F*p and
ky. Zjra'—*F% be embeddings into roots of unity. Then for any ere
Gal (Fp; Fp) we have
Moreover il>{uk){ar) = i+°<pp{a)#°i+x where <pp{<r)#: (WS)*,)?-> ({WS),,,,)?
is induced by W(id2n J <pp(cr)).
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Proof. Let a: Zjr"—*Zjr° be a homomorphism such that i = i1°a.
From the definition of tp^k^o) and 0(fc, i) we have
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that
It is clear that the following diagram commutes
where <pp(cr)#= W(idx, J<pp(cr)X\ This implies that
«/'afc)(o') = t*°<PP(o')#o''*1
and similarly
But the equality t1+ = i,+°a# where a # = (W(idS;iiia))P and the fact that
Aut (Z/r°°) is abelian implies that
i.e.
We see that ifr((,fc)(a) does not depend on i and k. We set <p(<r) =
Let us notice that the formula ip(a) = t*°<pp(cr)#oii1 implies the follow-
ing corollary.
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that (r, p) = 1 and r>n. Then the action of
Gal (Fp> Fp) on Bl/(ii)? /actors through Vp: Gal (FP;FP) -» ^ .
Now we shall prove Theorem C. First we shall show that the actions of
Gal (Fp; Fp) on BU(n)? commute for all p ^ r and that they generate the
group 2^. Throughout the following discussion, r is a prime greater than
n.
Fix an embedding i: Zlr™ —* C* and embeddings k,,: Z/r°° —* Fp for
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each prime p =£ r. Hence for each prime pi1 r we have an action of
Gal (FP;FP) on BU{n)?.
Let us define a map
O: llGal(Fp;Fp)->[Bl/(n)?;Bt/(n)?]
by setting ^(ax, <r2, • • •. cr,,, id, id,...) = <Mo-i)0 • • • °<Kow)-
Let us define also two other maps
<p: LI Gal (Fp, Fp) -> Aut (Z/O = Z?
and
If <r, e Gal (Pp,; Fp,) we set
<p(au ..., trn, id , . . . , id,...) = (fp^)0^^0 • • • °<Pp.(o-n)
where <pPn(cr() is the restriction of tr, to Zlr™. It is clear that cp is a
homomorphism and <p maps a Frobenius automorphism of Fp onto p. The
map /A is defined in the following way:
where u#: ((WSU^-^ftWSU)? is induced by W(id^ Ju). It is clear
that (x is a homomorphism.
It follows immediately from the formula t//(cr) = «.*°<Pp(or)#°ii1 from
Proposition 4.3 that <J>= |A°<P- Both /x and (p are homomorphisms. Hence
4> is also homomorphism.
Now we shall show that <p is epimorphic. Suppose that r>2 . Let us
notice that Z* = ljm (Z/rn)*. The group (Zjr")* is a product of a cyclic
group of order r— 1 and of a cyclic group of order r""1 generated by r+1 .
Suppose that a prime number q is a generator of (Z/r)* and r + l =
p?> • • • p>. Let <pn: G = Gal (Fq: Fq) x Gal (FPl: FPi) x • • • x Gal (F^ : F^)
—»(Z/rn)* be a composition of <p restricted to G with a projection
onto (Z/r")*. Let ^ p be the Frobenius automorphism of Fp.
The image of 9^ in (Z/r)* has order r — 1. Hence some power of (?„(#<,)
has order r - 1 in (Z]rn)*. Clearly <pn(#£,',..., p^"~) = r + 1 has order r""1
in (Zjr")*. Hence it follows that <pn is onto for each n. This implies that
<p(G) is a dense subset of Z*. <p(G) is also a closed subset of Z* because
G is compact and <p restricted to G is continuous. This implies that
To finish the proof we must show that the semigroup operations are
continuous in I I Gal (FP;F) and [BU(n)?; BU(n)?] and that * is a
P-&T
continuous map. First we show that <t is continuous. We shall denote the
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geometric realization of (WG)^ by the abbreviated form WG. 4> is equal
to the following composition.
LI Gal (FP;FP) -± [WS; WS]-J» [WS?; WS?]
p¥-r
-±[WGL(n,C)?;WGL(n,C)?]
where
ids. f
J
i(oi, cr2) . . . , a-,,, id,...)
/rfh \ J /rth
and t(h) = i*°h°ti1. We topologized [WS; WS] = lim
WZn\ZJTk] as an inverse limit of finite sets [WZn]Zlrk; WXn$Z/rk].
This definition of the topology on [WS; WS] implies immediately that i
is,continuous. We recall [12] that [Y; X*] is topologized as the inverse
limit of finite sets lim (lim[Y,; F]) where {Y,} runs through the finite
subcomplexes of Y and {/: X—»-F} is the inverse system defining
XA. [Y; XA] is a compact Hausdorff space. Now we show that / is contin-
uous. Let c*: [WS^^S^^IWS-^S;] be a map induced by the
r-completion map c: WS—* WS?. The map c* is clearly continuous. It
follows from the obstruction theory that c* is a bijection. This implies
that c* is a homeomorphism because both spaces are compact and
Hausdorff. Let c+: [WS; WS]^>[WS; WS?] be also induced by c.
We have that c* = c*°j. Hence to show that j is continuous it is enough
to show that c* is continuous.
Let X, be finite subcomplexes of WS = lim W(2n J Z/r1) such that
i) X, c W(2n J 2/r1) and i-skeleton of W(£n Jzyr')<=Ai,
ii) the homology groups of X, are finite,
iii) WS = lim X,.
The topology we have denned on [WS; WS] is equal to the inverse limit
topology obtained from the isomorphism [WS; WS] = lim[X,; WS]. If
{/: WS—>F} is an inverse system denning (WS)A then there is a map
from the inverse system [X,; WS]i into the inverse system [X,; F\f and
the map of the inverse limits is continuous because maps between finite
sets with discrete topologies are clearly continuous. But this map is c*.
It remains to show that i is continuous.
The map i: WS—* WGL(n, C) induces continuous maps
J*: [WS?; WS?; WGL(n, C)?]
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and
/*: [WGL(n, C)A; WGL(n, C)A]^>[WSA; WGL(n, C)A.
These maps are homeomorphisms because all spaces are compact, Haus-
dorff. Let us notice that J* ° t = J*. This implies that i is continuous.
It is clear that the composition is continuous in all the sets involved
except perhaps [Bl/(n)A; BU(n)?]. We shall give here a proof of a more
general fact shown to us by Eric Friedlander. Our first proof of the
continuity of the composition in [Bt/(n)A; Bl/(n)A] used the properties of
the quotient of the compact-open topology from [9].
PROPOSITION 4.4. (E. Friedlander) Let ()A denote the Sullivan comple-
tion with respect to some subset of primes. Suppose that Y is a space of finite
type with "good" homotopy groups (see [13] p. 44-45). Then the composi-
tion
m: [X A ; Y A ] x [ YA ; Z A ] - • [X A ; Z A ]
is a continuous map. (Each set of homotopy classes has the Sullivan
topology.)
Proof. Let {Zf}f be an inverse system defining ZA. We can suppose that
each Zf has only a finite number of non-zero homotopy groups. From the
definition of the Sullivan completion we have immediately that
[YA;ZA] = lim[YA;Zf] and [XA; ZA] = lim[XA; Z,].
to show that m is continuous it is enough to show that
Po°m: [ X ^ Y ^ x U m t Y ^ Z
f
is continuous for each f0, where
p0: H m E X ^ Z ^ t X
f
is a projection. The map po°m factors through a projection
[XA; YA]xlim[YA ;Z /]^[XA ; YA]x[YA ;ZJ
which is clearly continuous. Hence it is enough to show that the composi-
tion
is continuous. Our assumptions on Y and {Zf}f imply that [YA; ZfJ is a
finite set. Therefore it suffices to show that for any y e[YA; ZfJ the map
Ry: [XA; Y ^ - ^ C X ^ Z J given by Ry(x) = y°x is continuous. If Y has
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"good" homotopy groups we can find z: Y —* Zf0 such that zA = y. The
maps of the form Rz~ are clearly continuous. This finishes the proof.
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